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Abstract-Since the  reconstruction of continuous  speech  from  voice 
packets  is  complicated by the variable  delays of packets  through  the 
network,  delay  variability  is  an  important  measure  of  performance  for 
voice packet networks. A dynamic priori@ protocol  designed to mini- 
mize  the Variability of  packet  delays  is  proposed.  The  protocol  allows 
the  priority of a packet to vary  with  time. Two examples of dynamic 
priorities are studied by means of queueing  analysis  and  simulations. 
Some  optimal  properties  are  proven.  Simulations  indicate that under 
certain  conditions,  dynamic  priorities  could  effectively  reduce the de- 
lay variability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

S PEECH  communications  have  historically  been  han- 
dled by analog,  circuit-switched  networks  such  as  the 

public  telephone  network.  However,  packet  switching  is 
becoming  increasingly  attractive for voice  as well  as  data 
for  a  number of reasons [ 11. First,  the  telephone  system 
is in the  process of evolving  into  the  integrated  services 
digital network  (ISDN)  which is an  all-digital  network of- 
fering  integrated  user  access to a  wide  range of voice  and 
data  services  [2], [3]. Implementation of ISDN  will in- 
volve  packet  switching as well as  circuit  switching  facil- 
ities  [4],  [5].  Second,  packet  switching  technology  has 
matured over  two  decades of development of packet- 
switched  data  networks (e.g.,  ARPANET) [6]-[8].  Re- 
cently, fast or wide-band packet  switching  has  emerged 
as  a  promising  long-term  technology for integrated  ser- 
vices  [9]-[ 151. 

Moreover,  packet  switching offers several  potential  ad- 
vantages in terms of performance.  One  advantage  is effi- 
cient  utilization of channel  capacity,  particularly for 
“bursty” traffic. Although  not  as  bursty  as  interactive 
data,  speech  exhibits  some  burstiness  in  the  form of talk- 
spurts [ 161. Average  talkspurt  durations  depend  on  the 
sensitivity of the  speech  detector,  but it is well  known  that 
individual  speakers are  active  only  about 35-45 percent 
in typical  telephone  conversations. By sending  voice 
packets  only  during  talkspurts,  packet  switching offers a 
natural  way to  multiplex  voice  calls  as  well  as  voice  with 
data.  Another  advantage  is  that  call  blocking  can  be  a 
function  of  the  required  average  bandwidth  rather  than  the 
required  peak  bandwidth. In addition,  packet  switching is 
flexible. For example, packet  voice is  capable of sup- 
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porting  point-to-multipoint  connections  and  priority 
traffic. Furthermore,  since  packets  are  processed in the 
network,  network  capabilities  in traffic control,  account- 
ing,  and  security  are  enhanced. 

However,  packet  voice is not without difficulties. Con- 
tinuous  speech  of  acceptable  quality  must  be  recon- 
structed  from  voice  packets  that  experience  variable  de- 
lays  through  the  network. The reconstruction  process 
involves  compensating for the  variable  delay  component 
by imposing  an  additional  delay.  Hence,  packets  should 
be  delivered  with  low  average  delay  and  delay  variability. 
This  paper  studies a dynamic  priority  queueing  discipline 
designed to minimize  delay  variability. The effect of de- 
lay  variability on  speech  reconstruction is discussed  in 
Section 11. The  concept  of  dynamic  priorities is described 
in  Section 111. Two  examples  of  dynamic  priorities  are 
studied  by  means  of  queueing  analysis  and  simulations. 
Some  optimal  properties  are  proven  in  Section  IV,  and 
simulation results are  discussed in Section  V. 

11. PACKET VOICE 

A. Packet  Voice  Protocols 
Generally  speaking,  the  network  protocols  developed 

for packet-switched  data are not  suitable  for  speech  due 
to  the different  natures of speech  and data.  Unlike  data, 
the  nature  of  speech is subjective  and  conversational. 
Speech  can  tolerate  a  certain  amount of distortion (e.g., 
compression,  clipping)  but is sensitive to end-to-end de- 
lay. Although  the  exact  amount of maximum  tolerable  de- 
lay is subject to debate, it is generally  accepted  to  be in 
the  approximate  range of 100-600  ms. The  public  tele- 
phone  network, for example,  has  a maximum  specifica- 
tion of 600 ms  [17]. 

In order  to  minimize packetization  and  storage  delays, 
it has  been  proposed  that  voice  packets  should  be rela- 
tively short,  on  the  order of 200-700 bits,  and  generally 
contain  less  than  10-50  ms of speech  [18]-[22].  Network 
protocols  should be simplified to  shorten  voice  packet 
headers (e.g., on the  order of 4-8 bytes),  although 
timestamps  and  sequence  numbers  are  likely  needed.  The 
need for  timestamps  is  discussed in the  next  section.  Since 
a  certain  amount  of  distortion is  tolerable,  error  detection, 
acknowledgments,  and  retransmissions  are  unnecessary in 
networks  with  low-error rates. Flow  control  can  be  exer- 
cised  end-to-end by blocking  calls  and  throttling  the 
speech  encoder.  In  addition,  network  switches  can  pos- 
sibly  discard  packets  under  heavy traffic conditions. In 
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Fig. 1 .  Packet voice. 

this case,  embedded  coding  has been  proposed  whereby 
speech  quality  degrades  gracefully  with  the  loss  of infor- 
mation [ 2 3 ] ,  [24]. 

B. Speech  Reconstruction 
Although  average  delays  and  delay  variability are re- 

duced by the  combination of simplified  protocols,  short 
packets,  and  fixed  routing,  delay  variability  could  be  sig- 
nificant in a  long-haul  network [25]. The  variable delay 
component is primarily due  to  queueing  delays  which  tend 
to increase  with  the traffic load. If delay  variability is sig- 
nificant, an  important  problem is the  reconstruction of 
continuous  speech  of  acceptable  quality  from  voice  pack- 
ets [ 2 5 ] ,  [26]. As shown in Fig. 1, packets  are  generated 
at regular  intervals  during  talkspurts  at  the packet  voice 
transmitter (PVT).  The  reconstruction  process  at  the 
packet  voice  receiver (PVR)  must  compensate  for  the vari- 
able delay  component by adding  a  controlled  delay  before 
playing  out  each  packet.  This is constrained by some 
value, D,,,, the  specified  maximum  allowable  end-to-end 
delay,  and Ploss,  the  specified  maximum  percentage of 
packets  that  can be ‘‘lost’’ or miss playout.  In  addition to 
buffering  voice  packets, it might be  desirable  for  the PVR 
to attempt to  detect lost packets  and  recover  their  infor- 
mation. 

There  are  two  basic  approaches  to  the  reconstruction 
process [25]-[27]. In the null timing  information (NTI) 
scheme, reconstruction  does  not  use  timing  information 
(i.e., timestamps) to determine  packet  delays  through  the 
network. The PVR  adds  a  fixed  delay D (e.g., 40 ms)  to 
the first packet  of  each  talkspurt,  as  shown in Fig. 2 .  If 
Do is the  transit  delay  of  a first packet  through the network 
and D, is a  packet  generation  time  (assumed  to  be  con- 
stant), then  the total delay of the first packet  from  entry 
into  the  network to playout is 

D, = Do + D. ( 1 )  

Subsequent  packets in the  talkspurt  are  played  out at in- 
tervals of D, after  the first packet,  and  therefore  sequence 
numbers are required to  indicate  the  relative  positions  of 
packets in the  talkspurt. If a  packet is not  present  at  the 
PVR  at  its  playout time, it is considered  “lost.”  The 
choice of D involves  a  tradeoff.  Increasing D reduces  the 
percentage of lost  packets  but  increases total end-to-end 
delays  and  the  size  of  the  queue  at  the  PVR. D cannot  be 
too  large  due  to  the  constraint  from Dm,, nor too  small 
due to PloSs. 

Since Do is random,  the  silence  intervals  between talk- 
spurts are not  reconstructed  accurately. In the  example 
shown in Fig. 3 ,  let d and d‘ denote  the  values  of Do for 
the  talkspurts  preceding  and  following  a  silence  interval. 
Suppose  that d and d’ are identically  distributed  with vari- 
ance a2 and  have  some  positive  correlation r .  Then  the 
error in the  length of the  reconstructed  silence is E = d‘ 
- d and  has  variance  var ( E )  = 2a2( 1 - r )  which is 
directly  proportional to the  variance of packet delays. Ev- 
idently,  the  NTI  scheme  would  be  adequate  only if a  small 
delay  variance  could  be  guaranteed.  Also,  since  thc 
scheme  depends  on  the first packet  of  each  talkspurt,  the 
loss of a first packet  might  cause  confusion at the PVR. 

If delay  variability  can  be  significant,  a  more  elaborate 
reconstruction  process is necessary.  In  the complete  tim- 
ing information (CTI) approach,  the  reconstruction  pro- 
cess  uses  full  timing  information in the form of time- 
stamps to  accurately  determine  each  packet’s  delay 
through  the  network,  denoted Dz,. As shown in Fig. 4,  the 
PVR  adds  a  controlled  delay D, so that  the total entry-to- 
playout  delay 

D, = D,, + D, ( 2 )  

is as  uniform  as  possible for all packets. In addition to 
timestamps,  sequence  numbers  are  also  desirable  for  de- 
tecting lost packets. 
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Fig. 2 .  NTI reconstruction scheme. 
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Fig. 4. CTI reconstruction scheme. 

There  are  various  choices for the  format  of  the  time- 
stamp field. The most  obvious  choice is a  global  time- 
stamp  but  this  requires  precise  synchronization of both 
PVT and PVR to  a  global  clock.  A  second  choice  is to 
encode the relative  time  between  consecutive  packets,  but 
this means  there is an  unknown  constant  end-to-end  de- 
lay. A  large  timestamp field is also  required  because  the 
time  between  packets  could be long.  Another  problem is 
the  possible  confusion  created by lost  packets,  although 
this  could  be  remedied by the  use  of  sequence  numbers. 

Finally,  the  timestamp  can  indicate  the  delay  that  a 
packet  has  accumulated  in  transit so far [25 ] .  In this case, 
the  timestamp  might  be  more  appropriately  called  a delay- 
stamp. A packet is generated  with  a  delay-stamp  initial- 
ized to zero.  Each  node  increments  the  stamp by the 
amount of time  that  the  packet  has  spent in that  node, 

possibly  including  propagation  delays  along  links  as  well. 
At  the PVR, the  delay-stamp  reveals  the total transit  delay 
(and  hence  generation  time) of each  packet.  Alterna- 
tively,  a  packet  can  be  generated  with its maximum  allow- 
able  delay, and  each  node  decrements  the  stamp.  The  de- 
lay-stamp  avoids  the  need for synchronization of clocks 
at both  ends. A disadvantage  of  the  delay-stamp is the 
extra  processing  and  accounting  required for each  packet 
at  each  node. 

Assuming that packet  delays  can  be  determined,  the 
next  task  of  the PVR is to choose  the  target playout  times, 
i.e.,  the  desired  value  of D,. The  choice of Dl involves  a 
tradeoff.  It  should  be  small for subjective  reasons  and  to 
reduce  the  queue at the PVR. On  the  other  hand,  the  per- 
centage of late  or  ‘‘lost’’  packets should  be  less  than P,,,,, 
and  therefore Dl should  be  large (up to D,,,). The  ob- 
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vious  choice  for D, is the  value  at  which  the  percentage 
of lost packets is exactly Plo,,, as  shown  in Fig. 5. 

111. DYNAMIC PRIORITY  PROTOCOLS 

As seen  from  the  previous  section,  delay  variability 
complicates  the  speech  reconstruction  process  and it is 
therefore  undesirable.  Reduced  variability  also  implies  a 
steeper  tradeoff curve and  hence  a  smaller  desired D, for 
the  same  average  packet  delay,  as  shown in Fig. 6 .  Al- 
though  delay  variability is somewhat  reduced  when  over- 
all delays  are  reduced  and  the  actual  amount of delay vari- 
ability expected in fast  packet  networks is unknown at this 
time,  the  choice of queueing  discipline  allows  another  de- 
gree of control  over  delay  variability. TheJirst-come-jirst- 
serve (FCFS)  discipline  has  usually  been  assumed  al- 
though  there is no  particular  reason  to  believe it  is optimal 
for  voice  packet  networks. 

This  paper  studies  a dynamic priority discipline  for 
minimizing  delay  variability. The  concept  of  dynamic 
priority is presented  here in an intuitive manner.  Under 
the  usual  FCFS  discipline,  some  packets  experience  long 
transit delays  while  other  packets  experience  much  shorter 
delays.  That  is,  some  packets find long  queues at each 
node  while other packets find short  queues.  In  order to 
control  the Variability  of queueing  delays to a  greater  de- 
gree,  a  queueing  discipline  different  than  the  usual FCFS 
discipline is required.  This  queueing  discipline  must  be 
capable of giving  preference to those  packets that are  de- 
termined to  be  more  “urgent,” where  urgency  depends 
on  factors  such  as  a  packet’s  present  position,  route,  age, 
and  expiration  time.  It  necessarily  involves  time-varying 
priorities. 

Such  a  queueing  discipline  was first described by Jack- 
son  [28]-[30]. In Jackson’s  “dynamic  priority”  queueing 
model,  a  customer  arrives at a  queue  with  an  “urgency 
number” u. The  priority  of  a  customer in the  queue is the 
sum of its urgency  number  and its waiting  time in the 
queue so far.  The  arrival  joins  the  queue behind  those 
customers  with priority greater  than or equal to u and 
ahead of those  with  priority  less  than u.  This  model rec- 
ognized  the  possibility that a  customer’s  “urgency”  (and 
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Fig. 6. Effect of reduced  variability  on  tradeoff 

hence priority) increases  with its waiting  time. In this 
sense,  the  priority is “dynamic.”  This model  has  been 
analyzed by Goldberg [ 3  13, [ 3 2 ] .  

A  different  version of dynamic priority was  proposed 
by Kleinrock [33]. In Kleinrock’s  model,  customers  be- 
long to one of P classes.  The  priority of a  class k customer 
who  arrived  at  instant 7 at  a  queue is defined to be bL ( t  
- 7 )  at any  time t z 7 where 0 5 bl 5 hz 5 . . . 5 
bp. Priority  increases  linearly  with  waiting  time  beginning 
at zero  upon arrival, and  the rate of increase is different 
for  each  class.  Kleinrock’s  model  has  subsequently  been 
elaborated to include  linearly  decreasing priorities [34]- 
[37]  and  concave  increasing  priorities 1381. 

Another  dynamic priority disciplinc,  called head-qf-the- 
line with priority  jumps (HOL-PJ), was  proposed by Lim 
and  Kobza  [39]  for  packet  switching  multiple  classes of 
delay-sensitive traffic. They  assume C classes of packets 
with separate  queues  for  each  class.  Packets  are  FCFS 
within  each queue,  while  queue i has  nonpreemptive 
priority over  queue j if i < j .  However, packets  have  a 
maximum  limit  on  the  queueing  delay at  each  queue. 
When  the  maximum  queueing  delay is exceeded. that 
packet  moves to the  end of the  next  higher priority queue. 
Thus,  the queueing  delay at each  node  will be limited by 
a  bound  depending  on  the  class of the  packet. 

Here  we  consider  “dynamic  priorities” to mean all 
time-varying  priority  disciplincs.  “Dclay  dependent 
priority” is a less precise  term  because it implies that 
priority is a  function  only of waiting  time  (and not of other 
factors  such  as  route  or traffic conditions).  Compared to 
the  usual static priority or head-ofline (HOL)  discipline 
where  priorities  remain  constant,  the  dynamic priority 
discipline  permits  a  more  general  application to queueing 
networks. In this paper,  two  examples of dynamic priority 
disciplines  are  studied: oldesl-custorner-j?rst (OCF) and 
earliest-deadline9rst (EDF). 

Iv. QUEUEING  ANALYSIS 

A .  OCF Discipline 

Undcr  the FCFS  discipline,  some  packets  experience 
short  transit  delays  because  they find short  qucucs at each 
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node,  while  other  packets find long  queues  and  experience 
long delays.  Intuitively, it seems  that this situation  could 
be  improved by giving  preference  to  those  packets  which 
have  already  spent  more  time  in  the  network.  This is the 

‘.reasoning  behind  an oldest-customer-first (OCF)  disci- 
pline  which  defines  the priority of a  customer  (packet) to 
be  equal  to its “age”  or  the  time it has  spent so far in the 
network. It implicitly  assumes that the  urgency of a  packet 
increases  with  its  transit  time in the  network.  As  shown 
in Fig. 7 ,  the  age of a  packet  arriving to an OCF  queue 
is determined  from its timestamp  (e.g.,  delay-stamp) and 
compared to  the  ages of packets  already in the  queue.  The 
arrival is inserted  behind older packets  and  ahead of 
younger  packets. 

Since  the  OCF discipline  assigns  higher priority to  older 
packets,  they  should  expect  shorter  waiting  times in 
queue.  The  proposition  below  proves  that  Poisson  arrivals 
with i.i.d. ages  experience  waiting  times  that  are  nega- 
tively  correlated  with their  ages. 

Proposition I :  Consider  a  work-conserving,  non- 
preemptive MIGIl queue  with P classes  of  customers.  The 
arrival process of class k customers is Poisson  with  mean 
rate X, and  independent of other  arrivals.  A  class k cus- 
tomer  arrives  with  random  age CY which is  i.i.d.  according 
to  a probability  distribution  function Pk( a). The  service 
times of class k customers  are  i.i.d.  according  to  a  distri- 
bution Bk ( x ) .  If all customers  are serviced on an OCF 
basis,  then  a  customer’s  waiting  time in the  queue  is neg- 
atively  correlated  with its age upon  arrival. 

Pro05 Appendix  A. 
Whereas  an  assumption of Poisson  arrivals  might  be 

questionable in a  voice  packet  network, it is reasonable 
to assume  deterministic  service  times.  Voice  packets  are 
generated  at  constant  intervals  during  talkspurts.  Hence, 
voice  packets  are  equal  length  except  possibly  the last 
packet in each  talkspurt  and  those  packets  shortened by 
flow control  measures.  Assuming  average  talkspurts of 1.2 
s and  packet  generation  times of 50 ms,  less  than 4 per- 
cent  of  the  packets  occur  at  the  end of a  talkspurt. If we 
further  assume  that  flow  control is exercised  infrequently, 
it implies that nearly all voice  packets  will  be  equal  length. 
For  equal  length  packets,  the  theorem  below  proves  cer- 
tain  optimal  properties of the  OCF  discipline. 

Theorem 1: In  a  work-conserving,  nonpreemptive 
queue  with  equal  service  times,  the OCF discipline 

a) minimizes  the  maximum  age of departures 
b)  maximizes  the  minimum  age of departures 
c) minimizes  the  sample  variance  of  ages of depar- 

tures. 
Proof: Appendix B. 

Notice that this is a  sample  path  property  and  does  not 
depend  on  any  assumptions  made  about  the  arrival  pro- 
cess.  Given any arrival process  of  equal  length  packets at 
a  queue,  Theorem 1 implies  that OCF is the optimal  work- 
conserving,  nonpreemptive  discipline in minimizing  the 
variability of  ages of departing  packets in the  sense of 
minimum,  maximum,  and  sample  variance.  Unfortu- 
nately,  the  implications of the  theorem do not seem to 

Fig. 7. OCF queue. 

extend  straightforwardly  to  the  case of arbitrary  service 
times or to  general  networks of queues  due to the  complex 
interactions  between  queues  in  a  network. 

When  service  times  are  arbitrary, it would  seem  that  the 
OCF  discipline should still minimize  the  maximum  age of 
departures;  however,  a  counterexample  demonstrates that 
this is not  necessarily  true.  Suppose  customers A and B 
are in the  queue  at  time t = 0 with  respective  ages 1 and 
0 and  service  times 2 and 1. Customer C arrives  at  time t 
= 1 with age 4 and  service  time 1. Under  the  OCF  policy, 
they are serviced in the  order A-C-B; the  maximum  de- 
parture age  is 6 (customer C ). However,  the  order B-C- 
A results in a  maximum  departure  age of only 5 (customer 
C ). The reason is that  an  arrival of relatively  great  age 
has  a  larger effect on  the  maximum  departure  age.  With 
a priori knowledge of such  an  arrival,  the  order of service 
can  be  arranged so that  the  arrival is given  service  as 
promptly  as  possible.  Evidently,  the OCF  discipline is not 
the  optimal noncuusal discipline  (i.e.,  using  knowledge 
of  future  events)  for  the  case  of  arbitrary  service  times 
although it still might be  the  optimal causal discipline. 

It is  useful  to  consider  a  system of two M/M/l  queues 
in tandem,  as  shown  in  Fig. 8, with  no  intermediate  ar- 
rivals or departures. If these  queues  are  FCFS  and sta- 
tionary, it is well  known  that  a  packet’s sojourn times in 
each  queue  would  be  independent [40]. If these  queues 
are  OCF, it seems  at first that the sojourn  times in each 
queue  would  be  negatively  correlated,  but  this  would  be 
incorrect.  In  this  particular  example,  the OCF tandem 
queues  behave  as  FCFS  queues  because  a  packet  cannot 
overtake  its  predecessors.  This  behavior is generalized in 
the  proposition  below. 

Proposition 2: Customers in the  same  “stream” (i.e., 
following  the  same  fixed  end-to-end  path in the network) 
cannot  overtake  each  other if the  path  consists  only of 
FCFS  andlor  OCF  single-server  queues. 

Proofi Customers in the  same  stream  clearly  cannot 
overtake  each  other in a  FCFS  queue. In an OCF  queue, 
a  customer  can  overtake  a  predecessor  only if  it is older, 
but all of its  predecessors  enter  the  system  earlier.  Hence, 
a  customer is never  older  than its predecessors,  and  cus- 
tomers in the  same  stream  cannot  overtake  each  other in 
an OCF  queue. 

This  nonovertaking  property  offers  a way to  concep- 
tualize  the  operation of  an OCF queue in a  network  with 
fixed  routing.  Within  a  stream,  packets  maintain  their  se- 
quential  order.  The OCF queue  compares  the  ages of the 
packets at  the head of each  stream  and  passes  the  stream 
with  the  oldest  packet until another stream  becomes  older. 
Thus,  the  OCF  discipline  does not effect the  sequential 
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order of packets in each  stream, but it does effect the 
priority of different  streams  relative to each  other. 

B. EDF Discipline 

Without  more  information, it would  be  reasonable to 
assume  that  a  packet’s  urgency  increases  with  its  time in 
the  network.  However,  urgency  should  also  depend  on 
many other  factors.  For  example, a packet far  from its 
destination is clearly  more  urgent  than  a  packet of the 
same  age  that is close  to  its  destination.  Besides  age  and 
route length, urgency  could  also  depend on expiration 
times  and  the traffic conditions at other  queues.  All  avail- 
able  information  should  be  used in determining  a  packet’s 
priority. 

Suppose  that  a  node is given  information  such  as  each 
packet’s age,  route,  expiration  time,  and traffic conditions 
at other  nodes.  With this information, it can  determine  the 
desired  departure  time, or “deadline,” of each  packet 
from that  node  (using  terminology from scheduling  theory 
[41]). As  an  example,  suppose  that  a  packet amves at 
time t with  age a, and  the  estimated  delay  along its re- 
maining  route in the  network is d.  For  a maximum  allow- 
able  entry-to-exit  delay D,,,, its deadline  might  be  deter- 
mined  as t + (D,,, - a - d ). 

An earliest-deudline~rst (EDF)  discipline  giving  ser- 
vice to the  packet  waiting in queue  with  the  earliest  dead- 
line is then  a  generalization of the  OCF  discipline. It as- 
sumes  implicitly that a  packet’s  urgency  increases  with 
the  imminence of its  deadline.  Its  similarity  to  the  OCF 
discipline is apparent.  The theorem  below  proves  some 
optimal  properties of the EDF discipline in terms of 
“lateness.”  Lateness is defined  as  the  difference  between 
a  packet’s  actual  departure  time  and  its  deadline [41]. 

Theorem 2: In a  work-conserving,  nonpreemptive 
queue  with  equal  service  times,  the  EDF  discipline 

a) minimizes  the  maximum  lateness 
b)  maximizes  the  minimum  lateness 
c) minimizes  the  sample  variance of lateness. 

An advantage of the  EDF  discipline  is its applicability 
to integrated  packet  networks  (a  similar  idea  was  pro- 
posed  independently in [39]). For example, in a  packet 
network  carrying  voice  and  data traffic, the  voice  packets 
could  have  stricter  expiration  times  which  would result in 
stricter  deadlines  (and  hence  higher  priority  under EDF). 
A  practical  disadvantage is the  expensive  processing  and 
sorting  necessary  at  each  queue.  We  have  not  addressed 
the  important  issue of practicality in this study.  Indeed, it 
is possible that implementation of the OCF  or  EDF  dis- 
cipline  would  be  too  costly or that  buffering  would  be 
minimal in fast packet  networks  as  suggested in [42]. This 
issue  requires  further  investigation. 

Proof: Appendix C. 

V .  SIMULATIONS 
A.  Simulation Model 

In order to study  the  effectiveness of dynamic priorities 
on  network  performance,  the  queueing  model  shown in 
Fig. 9 was  simulated  (based on the  simulation  model in 
1271). In this model, arrivals of tcst packets are assumed 
to be  Poisson with rate X, although  the  packet  process 
from  an  actual  voice  source is  not Poisson. All test pack- 
ets flow through five queues in tandem  representing  a vir- 
tual circuit.  Each  queue  has infinite buffer capacity. In 
addition,  interfering traffic is modeled by “transit” pack- 
ets  which  enter  the  system at the ith queue as a Poisson 
process  with rate X, independently of test  packets.  After 
the ith queue,  each  transit  packet  continues  with  proba- 
bility qi or departs  the  system with probability 1 ~ y;. 

Test  packets  enter  the  system with 7ero ago, but transit 
packets are assumed to enter  the  system with a  random 
age  (from  previous  travel). For the  lack of a  better  model, 
the  ages of transit packets  entering  the  system at the ith 
queue  are  assumed  to  be i.i.d. exponential with mean (1,. 

The  service  times of all packets  are  assumed to be  deter- 
ministic  and  equal to p- ’ .  

B. Simulation Results 
The behavior of the  simulation  model  under  the OCF 

and  FCFS  disciplines  are  compared.  The  age of  te5t ack 
ets (but  not  transit  packets) is observed.  Let d$F’ and 
dyCF denote  the  age of test packets  departing  from  queue 
i in the  FCFS and OCF models.  The  variance and 99th 
percentile of d, are denoted  as  var (d, ) and (d ,  ) 0,99. We 
used  the  method of replications [43]-[45]. For each set of 
parameters,  the  simulation run was  independcntly rcpli- 
cated  eight  times. If X, is the  measurement of variable X 
on thejth replication,  then  the  observed  simulation  value 
of X is the  average 

R 

x=icxJ.  ( 3 )  
, = I  

Since  the  replications  are  identical  and  independent,  the 
{ q-1 should  be i.i.d.  The 95 percent  confidence  interval 
of X is  the  usual 8 f ( s / h  ) t 7 , 0  97s where 

R 

, y 2  = f ,x (x, - X)’ 
, = I  

is the  usual  sample  variance  and t7,0.975 is the 97.5 per- 
centile of the  t-distribution with 7 degrees of freedom 

For simplicity, we set a ,  = . . * = a5 = a and y, = 
. . * = ys = 0.3 (as in [ 2 7 ] ) .  In order  to  derive  reasonable 
parameter  values,  consider that fast packet  switches are 
designed to handle  up to 50 000 calls simultaneously [9]. 
If the test traffic represents  the  packets  associated with 
one  call,  the transit traffic should  be  much  heavier  than 
the  test traffic. We  assume  the ratio is some  large  number, 
say X, = 10%. For convenience,  we  suppose  further that 
the traffic intensity is the  same at all queues;  then we have 
the  condition X? = . . . = As = 0.7A,. In this case,  the 

1431-[451. 
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Fig. 9.  Simulation model. 

traffic intensity  at  every  queue is 

h 
LL 

= (lo3 + I ) - .  ( 5 )  

Suppose  that  the  speech  encoding  rate  is 32 kbits/s  and 
packets are 1 kbit. If the  speech  activity is 40 percent, 
then  a  single call has  an  average  rate  of 12.8 packets/s. 
Assuming  a  node  can  handle  approximately 50 000 such 
packet  streams  simultaneously,  the  service  rate  must  be 
about p = 6 . lo5 packets/s;  we  assume y. = 5 . lo5 for 
each  queue. 

We  must  remark that such  a  high ratio of transit traffic 
to test traffic creates  a  practical difficulty. It takes  a  long 
time to run  a  simulation  for  even  a  few test packets (i.e., 
observations).  For  example,  the  observation of lo3 test 
packets  would  involve  the  simulation of about lo6 transit 
packets  at  each  queue.  Therefore, for  a reasonably  lengthy 
simulation  run, we must  settle  for  a  relatively  few  number 
of test packets. 

For each  simulation  run, the initial ten test packets  were 
deleted in order  to  reduce  the effect of  bias  due  to initial 
conditions [43]-[45]. After  the initial ten test packets, 100 
test packets  were  observed in each  run.  Although  this is 
a  small  number of observations,  each  simulation  run  was 
actually  lengthy in simulated  time  and  the  system  was 
likely to be  observed in steady  state. 

Simulation  values  of  var ( di ) and ( di )0.99 are  listed in 
Tables  I  and I1 with their 95 percent  confidence  intervals. 
Note  that  under  the OCF discipline,  test  packets  arrive  at 
the first queue  with  zero  age  and  hence  have  lowest  prior- 
ity. As  they  travel  further  and  accumulate age,  their  prior- 
ities  increase  relative  to  the  transit traffic. Thus, it is ex- 
pected  that  the  performance  of OCF should  be  worse 
compared to  FCFS in the first queue  and  gradually  im- 
prove  as  the test packets  travel  through  more  queues.  This 
behavior is evident  from  Tables I and 11. The  OCF  dis- 
cipline  has  the effect of improving  the  delays of packets 
along  longer  paths  at  the  expense of packets  along  shorter 
paths. 

For a = p- '  , OCF becomes  advantageous  after  the first 
or second  queue.  After the fifth queue,  the  delay  variance 
is  reduced by as much as 70 percent  and  the  99th  pecentile 
is reduced by as  much  as 40 percent in heavy traffic. For 
a = 5 p - ' ,  OCF becomes  advantageous  only  after  the third 
or fourth  queue  and  only in heavy traffic. After  the  fifth 
queue,  the  delay  variance is reduced by as  much as 65 
percent  and  the  99th  percentile is reduced by as much  as 

30 percent in heavy traffic. It should  be  remarked,  how- 
ever,  that  these  results  are  dependent  on  the  model  param- 
eters  and  the  assumptions  made  about  the  transit  traffic 
(because  most of the  network traffic is transit).  In  general 
though,  the  results  corroborate  what  we  might  have  ex- 
pected.  It  can  be  seen  that  the  effectiveness of the OCF 
discipline 1) increases  with  the  length of the  path, 2) in- 
creases  with  increasing p ,  and 3) decreases  with  increas- 
ing a. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Dynamic  priorities  have  been  studied by means of 

queueing  theory  and  simulations.  Optimal  properties of 
the OCF and EDF  disciplines have  been  proven  which 
suggest  that  they  may  theoretically  be  effective in reduc- 
ing  the  variability of packet  delays.  Simulation  results of 
the OCF discipline  indicate  that  the OCF discipline  is 
most  effective  under  conditions  of  long  routes  and  heavy 
traffic. These  are  the  conditions when  delay  variability is 
most  likely to  be significant. Under OCF, the  delays of 
packets  along  long  routes are improved at the  expense of 
packets  along  short  routes.  More  complex  and realistic 
simulations,  including  simulations of the  EDF  discipline, 
are needed  however. 

This  paper  has  not  addressed  the  important  issue of 
practicality. It is possible  that  buffering  will  be  minimal 
in fast  packet  networks  and  hence  delay  variability  will 
not be  a  significant  issue.  Even if delay  variability is an 
issue,  the  increased  processing  and  sorting  necessary  at 
each  queue  for  the  OCF  or EDF disciplines  could  be  too 
costly or could  create  additional  delays  impairing  their 
effectiveness. It is also  possible  that  other  similar  disci- 
plines  would  be  more  simply  implemented.  The  issue of 
practicality  remains to  be  studied. 

APPENDIX A 
Proof of Proposition I: Let wka denote  the  expected 

waiting  time  in  queue  of  a  class k customer  with  age Q 

upon arrival.  The  approach  is to derive an implicit  expres- 
sion  for wk, and  show it is a  decreasing  function  of a. 
The method for  deriving wkoL is similar to the analysis of 
time-dependent  priorities by Kleinrock [33]. 

Under  the OCF discipline,  an  arrival  must  wait  for  the 
customer  found  in  service,  customers  already in the  queue 
with  greater  age,  and  customers of greater  age  who amve 
while  he is still  waiting in the  queue  and  the  queue  ahead 
of  him.  Let x k  be  the  service  time of a  class k customer 
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TABLE I 
SIMULI\T-IU\ R ~ S U L I S  (ACTUAL V A L U ~ S  HAVE BEEN  MULTIPLIFD BY 

v u r ( d p F )  var(dccCFS) 

58  +35% 63 +36% 

183 &35% 248 +21% 

403  +12% 561 t19% 

839 i 1 5 6  1278 +I64 

2204 *26%  4527 i 1 3 %  

11588 t 2 3 6  27276  *16% 

67 i 3 8 6  63 +366 

321 +33% 248 +21% 

660 +21% 561 f19% 

2148  +16%  1278 +16% 

4669 +15% 4527 f 1 3 6  

16026 +21% 27216  +16% 

and W, be  the  expected  remaining  service  time of a cus- 
tomer  found in service by an  arrival.  For  an MIGIl queue, 
it is known  that the  expected  remaining  service  time is 
E ( x z ) / 2 E ( x k )  if a  class k customer is found in service 
by an  arrival.  The  probability of finding  a  class k cus- 
tomer in service is XkE(xk) ,  and  therefore 

Now, let zje denote  the  expected number of classj  cus- 
tomers  that  arrive  and  join  the  queue  ahead of the  consid- 

ered  customer  while  hc is waiting in the  queue.  The  con- 
sidered  customer, say customer C, arrives with age a and 
waits  an  average  time of WkE. His priority is shown as a 
function  of  time  in  Fig. 10. A later  customer with age 01' 
I a will not affect the  customer C. A later  customer with 
age a' E ( a ,  a + Eka], will queue  ahead of C if he  arrives 
in a  time  interval  of  duration a' ~ CY. A later  customer 
with age a' > a + wk, can  arrive in a time  interval of 
duration wkcl and queue  ahead of C. Since  class j cus- 
tomers with ages  between a' and a' + da' have  average 
arrival  rate X, pJ (a '  ) d a  ', 
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TABLE I1 
SIMULATION RESULTS (ACTUAL VALUES HAVE BEEN MULTIPLIED BY 10‘) 

a+q, 

I I 

arrival departure 
Fig. 10. Priority of customer C. 

time 

m 

where p j  ( - ) and Pj ( - ) are  the  age  probability  density 
and  distribution  functions  for  class j customers. 

Let qa denote  the  mean  number of class j customers 
with age  greater  than a found in queue by  customer C 
upon amval. For convenience,  suppose that C arrives  at 
time 0. He finds  a  customer in queue if that  customer  ar- 
rived  with age a’ < a at some  time - t  (where t > CY - 
a’ ) and  waited  longer  than t ,  or arrived  with  age a’ > a 
at time --t (where t > 0)  and  waited  longer  than 1. The 
expected  number  of  the first type  of  customers  with  ages 
between a’ and CY’ + dm ’ is 

lom Pr { Yap  > r }  df X j p j ( a ’ )  da‘. 

The  expected  number of the  second  type is 

Ria is  the  sum of both  types of customers: 

* Pr {Tu. > t }  dt Xjp , (a’ )  dcr‘ 

Pr { wja. > t }  dt A j p j ( a ’ )  dol’ 

( A . 3 )  
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where w, is the  average  unconditional waiting time  in  tomer B departs with age 
queue of a class j customer. 

By Little's  formula, 
P Since  the  system is nonpreemptive  and  work-conserving, - 

wk, = W, + )(  gja + Nja 1, ( ~ . 4 )  customer A is  given  service  at  some  later  time To + nT 

This  is  unfortunately  an  implicit  expression where w k ,  6, = a A  + (n + 1)T. ( B . 2 )  
appears  on  both  sides.  However, differentiation with re- 
spect  to a on both sides  gives Now  consider a discipline  denoted S' that is exactly like 

given  service  at To + nT (i.e., A and B are  switched  ex- 

are unaffected by this  switch. Under S', 

j =  I where n is a positive  integer.  Customer A departs  with  age 

- S except  that  customer A is given  service  at To and B is 

+ "1 da j = l  da (A.5) actly).  Since  service  times  are  equal, all other  customers 

where 

After  rearranging, 

( ~ . 6 )  Note  that 

( A.7) and  therefore, 

Since  all  other  customers  are  unaffected,  the  maximum 
age of departures  under S '  must be  less  than or equal  to 
the  maximum age  of  departures  under S .  This  process  can 
be continued  until  all  violations of the OCF policy are 
removed.  Hence,  the  maximum  departure  age  under OCF 
is less  than or equal  to  that  under S, leading  to a contra- 
diction of the  assumption. 

In order  to  prove b) assume  there  exists a discipline S 
different  than OCF that  results  in a larger  minimum de- 

- $ E ( x , ) A j ( P j ( a  + F a )  - P , ( a )  + Pr {Ta t  > a} ijpj(a')da' 
dW,, - = I  s, - -  _ -  
da P ('4.8) 

1 - c E ( x j ) X / [ l  - P J ( a  + W,,,)] 
j =  I 

Notice  that  the  numerator  is  positive.  In  the  denominator, parture age than OCF. Instead of (B.4) and ( ~ . 5 ) ,  
I A, E(x, ) < 1 for stability so the  denominator is also from (B. l)-(B.31 that 

- positive. This  implies dWk,/da is  negative  and  therefore, 
W,, is a decreasing  function  of a for any k .  It  follows  that s:, > s B  

the waiting time of any  class  customer with arrival age a 
is negatively correlated with a.  sb > 88 (B.6) 

and  therefore, 
APPENDIX B 

Proof of Theorem 1: By contradiction.  Statement  a) is 
proven  first; b) and  c)  are  proven  in  the  same way with 
minor  modifications. 

Assume  there  exists a dicipline  denoted S that  is differ- 
ent  from OCF and results in  a smaller maximum  departure 
age  than 0 F. By definition,  there  exists a time To when 
there  are t f o customers (say, customers A and B ) in the 
queue with respective  ages aA and aB at  time To and a, 
> as (i.e.,  customer A is  older  than B ) ,  but  customer B 
is given  service  instead of A .  If  service  times  are T, cus- 

The  remainder of the  proof  of b) follows in the  same way 
as  before. 

In the proof of  statement  c),  the  sample  variance  under 
S for a population of  any  size k > 1 is 

1 ,  
S * ( 6 )  = - c 6 , - -  c 6, 

k - 1 I=I ( k J I f  



where si is the  age of customer i upon  departure.  From 
(B.  1)-(B. 3), note  that 

8 A  + 61, = 6; + 6; (B.9) 

and 
k k c 6; = c s; (B. 10) 

i = l  , = I  

because all other  customers  are  unaffected.  Also, by writ- 
ing 

( 6 A t  + (6BT = ( Q A  + T)’ + ((YE + Tf  

+ 2nT(aA + T )  + n2T2 

(SA)’ + (S$ = (CYA + T)’ + ((YE + T t  

+ 2nT(aB + T )  + n2T2 ( B . l l )  

it becomes  clear  that 

(6,)’ + (6,)’ > + (Sh)’. (B.12) 

Consequently,  the first term in (B.8) is larger  under S so 

SZ(6) > ? ( A ’ ) .  (B.13) 

The remainder of the  proof of c) follows  in  the  same way 
as  before. 

APPENDIX C 
Proof of Zleorem 2: Analogous to Theorem 1. Assume 

there  exists  a  discipline  denoted S that is different  than 
EDF that results in a  smaller  maximum  lateness  than  EDF. 
By definition,  there  exists  a  time To when  there  are  two 
customers (say, A and B )  in  the  queue  with  respective 
deadlines dA and dB and dA < dB (i.e., customer A’s dead- 
line is earlier), and B is given  service  instead of A .  If 
service  times  are T, customer B has  lateness 

1B = To + T - dB. (C.1) 

Since  the  system is nonpreemptive  and  work-conserving, 
customer A is given  service at some  later  time To + nT 
where n is a  positive  integer.  Customer A has  lateness 

IA = TO + (n + 1 ) T  - d ~ .  (C.2) 

Now consider  a  discipline  denoted S‘ that is exactly  like 
S except  that  customer A is given  service at To and B is 
given  service at To + nT ( i .e . ,  A and B are switched  ex- 
actly).  Since  service  times  are  equal, all other  customers 
are unaffected by this switch.  Under S ‘ ,  

1; = To + T - dA 

lk  = T” + ( n  + l ) T  - dB. (C.3)  

Note that 
1; < !A 

1; < 1A (C.4) 

and therefore, 

max ( I ; ,  Zb) < max ( lA ,  l B ) .  ( C . 5 )  

Since all other  customers  are  unaffected,  the  maximum 
lateness  under Sf must be  less  than  or  equal  to  the maxi- 
mum  lateness  under S. This  process  can  be  continued un- 
til all  violations of the  EDF policy are  removed.  Hence, 
the  maximum  lateness  under EDF is less  than or equal to 
that  under S, leading  to  a  contradiction of the  assumption. 

The  proofs of b) and  c)  are  analogous  to  the  proof of 
Theorem 1. The proof for b)  depends  on  noticing 

1; > 16 
16 > 6 .  ( C . 6 )  

For c), notice 

LA + 16 = 12 + 1; (C.7)  

and 

( 1 A T  + > (1;) ’  + (lb)’. (C.8) 

Hence, 

s ’ ( 1 )  > S ’ ( 1 ’ ) .  ( c .9 )  
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